Ultra Pro 7
Installation Instructions
Samsung Tab 3 & 4
Part Number: KKN0217

Ultra Pro 7 kit Includes:
#5
#1

#2

Durable Plastic
Case with Rubber
Outside Protective Skin

#3

Locking Mounting
Bracket.

6” Adjustable
Mounting Post

#4
2.1 Hardwired Charger
with 2amp Inline Fuse
and Micro USB Screw-in
Pigtail

#6

Installation Pack

Assemble/Install For Samsung Tap 3 & 4
Slide the “Adjustable Mounting Post”#3 into the bottom of the” Locking Mounting Bracket” #2. Use
bolts and lock-nuts provided or pop-rivets to secure mounting post to case.
Slide the Samsung Tab 3 or 4 into the Ultra Pro Protective Case #1 (Tab 4 needs plastic insert to assure a

1.
2.

snug fit…see instructions included in installation package)

3.

Take the “Ultra Pro Case #1 and snap it into the Locking Mounting Bracket. #2 (The Locking Mounting

4.

Bracket can be locked open so you can snap your device in and out of the bracket or lock it securely as needed)
Take the Ultra Pro 7 assembly and locate a safe and convenient place to mount the unit. (If you are
installing in a vehicle, we suggest locating the unit where it can be easily accessed by the driver and in clear view)

Assemble the “2.1 Hardwired Charger”#4 by screwing Micro USB Pigtail #5 into the cable of the 2.1
Charger #4.
Locate the fuse panel or other power source. Make sure the 2.1 Hardwired Charger assembly is long
enough to reach from the power source to the preferred mounting location of Ultra Pro 7 unit.
Mount 6” post to vehicle with 4 screws provided.
*Install 2.1 charger per instruction below and you have completed the installation.
After wiring is complete connect power to tablet and secure power cable with Zip Ties included in
installation package.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

*Installation Instruction for the GPS Lockbox 2.1 amp Hardwired Charger
12 Volt DC -2 Wire Connection: Ground (Black) Constant Hot (Red)
1.

Guide the end of the wiring harness with 2 wires to the fuse panel. The black wire is the ground
and should be fastened to the metal body with a self tapping screw or connect to an existing screw
or bolt that is grounded to the body of the vehicle. It is best to locate the ground in a location that is
not disturbed by daily activity in the vehicle.

2.

After connecting the ground, you are now ready to connect the other power wire with an inline fuse
provided (2amp). Locate a constant hot 12 volt fuse and connect the red wire using a fuse tap as
well. Option: You may want to connect hot wire (red) to an ignition connection, which will only
charge when the vehicle is in operation.
Ground to vehicle body panel
or
Ground to wire coming from vehicle
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